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Baby Yoda Puppet  

 
 

Materials Needed:  

 Brown paper lunch bag 

 Printed Baby Yoda template (found at the bottom of the document) 

 Markers (you will need a light green, pink, dark green, and brown) 

 Scissors 

 Glue 

                                            

Steps: 

1. Color Baby Yoda’s face and outer ears green, and the inner ears pink. 

2. Cut out your face, both outer ear pieces, and both inner ear pieces. 

3. Glue the pink earpieces onto the green earpieces. 

4. Glue your finished ears onto the top flap of the paper bag. Make sure they are near the 

edge! 
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5. Glue Yoda’s face onto the top flap. 

 

6. Use the green marker to draw a small circle above the mouth. This is Baby Yoda’s nose! 

 

7. Start drawing the details on his fluffy brown coat by drawing a curved line from one side of 

the bag to the other and drawing two lines from the bottom of the curved line to the 

bottom of the bag. 
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8. Add additional details by making small lowercase M’s and W’s to make his fluffy collar. 

 

 

Additional Skill Practice: 

Here are some additional skills you can work on with your kiddo related to this craft: 

 Greetings – say hello to your new alien friend! How can you introduce yourself?  

 Body labels – point to Baby Yoda’s eyes. Where are the ears? Nose? Mouth? 

 Fine motor skills – Baby Yoda is hungry! While wearing your puppet, have him pick up 

something to eat. 
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